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Abstract

Background No standardized written or volumetric definition exists for ‘loss of domain’ (LOD). This limits the

utility of LOD as a morphological descriptor and as a predictor of peri- and postoperative outcomes. Consequently,

our aim was to establish definitions for LOD via consensus of expert abdominal wall surgeons.

Methods A Delphi study involving 20 internationally recognized abdominal wall reconstruction (AWR) surgeons

was performed. Four written and two volumetric definitions of LOD were identified via systematic review. Panelists

completed a questionnaire that suggested these definitions as standardized definitions of LOD. Consensus on a

preferred term was pre-defined as achieved when selected by C80% of panelists. Terms scoring\20% were

removed.

Results Voting commenced August 2018 and was completed in January 2019. Written definition: During Round 1,

two definitions were removed and seven new definitions were suggested, leaving nine definitions for consideration.

For Round 2, panelists were asked to select all appealing definitions. Thereafter, common concepts were identified

during analysis, from which the facilitators advanced a new written definition. This received 100% agreement in

Round 3. Volumetric definition: Initially, panelists were evenly split, but consensus for the Sabbagh method was

achieved. Panelists could not reach consensus regarding a threshold LOD value that would preclude surgery.

Conclusions Consensus for written and volumetric definitions of LOD was achieved from 20 internationally rec-

ognized AWR surgeons. Adoption of these definitions will help standardize the use of LOD for both clinical and

academic activities.
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Introduction

The number of ventral hernia repairs performed each year

worldwide is increasing [1, 2]. This is due to an aging

population [3], an increasing prevalence of obesity [4] and

an increasing number of intra-abdominal surgical proce-

dures [2]. The proportion of complex ventral hernias

(CVHs) is also increasing, not only due in part to the

reasons mentioned already but also because of improved

intensive care [5]. For patients who have had previous

intra-abdominal sepsis and laparostomies, the ventral

defect is often left open and closed later using negative

pressure dressings (fascial traction) or skin grafts. Ulti-

mately, this predisposes to either fascial dehiscence or an

anterior abdominal wall covered solely with skin; large

ventral hernias then ensue. In such patients, a significant

proportion of the abdominal viscera reside in a hernia

beyond the abdomino-pelvic compartment, and their repair

presents a significant surgical challenge. Patients with large

CVH are often described as having ‘loss of domain’ (LOD)

or ‘loss of abdominal domain’ [6]. The term refers to the

loss of abdomino-pelvic compartment volume and the

necessity for abdominal viscera to reside within the hernia

sac.

Despite being used commonly, LOD lacks a single,

standardized written and volumetric definition. A recent

systematic review explored definitions of LOD and found

four written definitions and two volumetric definitions in

the indexed surgical literature [7]. For LOD to be a useful

concept, a standardized definition that is applied consis-

tently is needed. For example, ventral hernias with

significant LOD have been reported to frequently recur

after repair [8], but as no standardized volumetric

description exists, the true prognostic value of LOD has not

been properly investigated. In order to rectify this, we used

the Delphi method to survey an international panel of

recognized academic hernia surgeons, so as to reach con-

sensus regarding standardized written and volumetric def-

initions of LOD.

Method and design

We used the Delphi method [9] to establish consensus. The

Delphi method is a consensus-based technique that stipu-

lates a systematic framework to collect and aggregate

informed judgements from a group of participants over

multiple iterations [10]. We used five phases: questionnaire

development (phase 1), expert panel selection (phase 2),

followed by three rounds of questionnaire distribution, data

acquisition and analysis, and iteration (phases 3, 4 and 5).

Controlled feedback from sequential rounds encourages

panelists to reassess, deliberate and either confirm or alter

their responses. The Delphi method has been used exten-

sively for healthcare research [11–13].

Questionnaire development

To administer the questionnaire, a PowerPoint presentation

(Microsoft PowerPoint for Mac 2016, version 16.0,

Microsoft Corporation, Washington, USA) of eight slides
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was constructed (Online supplement 1) and distributed to

panelists.

Slide 1: Explained the Delphi method and voting

process.

Slides 2, 3: The existing written definitions of LOD were

listed in alphabetical order to eliminate bias.

Panelists were asked to select their preferred

definition.

Slide 4: A free-text slide followed allowing panelists

to insert additional definitions and/or to

make comments.

Slides 5, 6: To establish a volumetric definition. The

lead researchers designed two different

schematic diagrams depicting the abdominal

and hernia sac cavities. Panelists were asked

to select their preferred definition (Fig. 1a).

Slide 7: A free-text slide for additional comments

regarding volumetric definitions.

Slide 8: The panelists were asked to vote on a

threshold value for LOD, above which they

believed the risk of postoperative

complications becomes clinically

significant, and therefore the value above

which they might consider not operating at

all.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 a Two schematic diagrams used in Round 1 to illustrate the Tanaka and Sabbagh methods for describing loss of domain. b Schematic

diagram to facilitate understanding and accurately describe the Tanaka and Sabbagh volumetric definitions. (Diagram used for Rounds 2 and 3)
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Table 1 Results of voting Rounds 1–3 of the Delphi process for consensus on written and volumetric definitions for loss of domain

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

Written definitions Written definitions: panelists suggested many

alternatives*

Written definitions: facilitator intervention

1. Chronic large

irreducible hernia

0 (0%) 1. Hernia sac forms a second abdomen 11 (55%) A ventral hernia large enough such that

simple reduction in its contents and

primary fascial closure either cannot

be achieved without additional

reconstructive techniques or cannot

be achieved without significant risk

of complications due to the raised

intra-abdominal pressure

20 (100%)

2. Hernia sac forms a

second abdomen

7 (35%) 2. Lateral retraction of the rectus

abdominis and the abdominal strap

muscles

6 (30%)

3. Loss of the ‘right

of domain’

1 (5%) New suggested definitions

4. Lateral retraction

of the rectus

abdominis and the

abdominal strap

muscles

9 (45%) 3. A hernia where the fascia cannot be

approximated even with component

separation

1 (5%)

5. Nil vote 3 (15%) 4. Irreducible hernia due to lack of

space or volume

6 (30%)

5. LOD is when the abdominal contents

protrude through a hernia defect and

is not able to be reduced and allow

for abdominal closure

3 (15%)

6. Irreversible/reversible loss of

domain. Irreversible—the viscera

cannot be replaced into the

abdominal cavity by any technique.

Reversible loss of domain means the

ventral hernia can be reconstructed

using any technique

5 (25%)

7. Loss of domain is when the abdomen

cannot be closed primarily without

the help of any augmentation

technique

8 (40%)

8. A hernia where the fascia cannot be

approximated without developing

abdominal compartment syndrome

3 (15%)

9. Closure of the fascia either is

impossible or can lead to high intra-

abdominal pressures, fascial

dehiscence or abdominal

compartment syndrome

15 (75%)

Volumetric definitions

1. Tanaka method 8 (40%) 1. Tanaka method 7 (35%) 1. Tanaka method 2 (10%)

2. Sabbagh method 8 (40%) 2. Sabbagh method 11 (55%) 2. Sabbagh method 17 (85%)

3. Nil vote 4 (20%) 3. Nil vote 2 (10%) 3. Nil vote 1 (5%)

LOD cutoff point

1. 15% 1 (5%) 1. 20% 5 (25%) 1. 20% 4 (20%)

2. 20% 5 (25%) 2. Nil value 15 (75%) 2. 30% 1 (5%)

3. 25% 1 (5%) 3. Nil value 15 (75%)

4. 30% 2 (10%) No

consensus

5. 33% 1 (5%)
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The written and volumetric definitions of LOD were

taken from those identified by a recent systematic review

[7]. Four written definitions and two volumetric definitions

were identified. The Tanaka [14] and the Sabbagh [15]

volumetric definitions were used. Before distribution to the

panelists, the questionnaire was piloted on volunteers at the

University College London Hospital. Recommendations

were made regarding presentation and comprehension, and

adjustments were made accordingly.

Expert panel selection

The panelists were selected by lead researchers MK, FM

and ACJW. Selection was based on a combination of

academic record and geographical location. In total, 20

experts were recruited; many were members of the

American Hernia Society (AHS), British Hernia Society

(BHS), European Hernia Society (EHS), German Hernia

Society (DHS) and the Asian and Pacific Hernia Society

(APHS). Panelists were asked to consent prior to voting.

Consent involved maintenance of anonymity throughout

voting rounds and commitment to completing the study,

thereby avoiding panel attrition. Anonymity is central to

Delphi methodology to avoid undue social pressures from

dominant or dogmatic individuals and also affords partic-

ipants opportunity to alter their opinion without losing face.

Panelists were also asked to consent to taking part

according to COPE criteria [16], thereby authenticating co-

authorship and to declare any conflicts of interest (COIs)

on the consent form. Those with COIs were asked to

withdraw if they felt this influenced their voting.

While patient and public involvement (PPI) is some-

times incorporated into Delphi studies [17], we decided

that PPI was not warranted here as the questions being

asked required an understanding and interpretation of

complex surgical concepts.

Questionnaire distribution, data acquisition

and analysis, and iteration

After agreeing to participate, the consent form was emailed

to panelists along with an outline of study aims and

objectives. On receiving a signed consent form, the study

protocol was emailed by return for approval.

The first round of voting was then administered by SGP

and SH who did not vote, but acted as study facilitators.

Data transfer occurred via electronic mail. MK, FM and

ACJW did vote; while they had helped compile the list of

panelists, they were blinded to co-panelist’s responses

during voting to maintain anonymity. SGP and SH pre-

dicted that three rounds of voting would be necessary

before achieving consensus, but if this did not occur a

teleconference between all panelists was planned (phase 6),

a process known as the ‘modified’ Delphi technique [18].

Consensus was pre-defined as 80% of panelists selecting

the term. If\20% of the panelists selected a term, it was

deleted from subsequent rounds. Anonymized responses

were communicated to all panelists after each voting round

via a table totaling the definitions selected and another

detailing any extra definitions, comments and alterations

suggested by panelists. These were added as possible

options for subsequent rounds. Figures were presented as

frequencies and percentages. We anticipated that estab-

lishing a written definition for LOD would be difficult as

we believed previously published definitions were convo-

luted, counterintuitive and unlikely to reach consensus [7].

We recognized that it may be necessary to suggest new

definitions in order to achieve consensus.

Results

All surgeons approached agreed to take part and consented.

Six panelists were USA surgeons (MKL, GLA, CMD,

MTH, BTH and KMFI), 6 were mainland European sur-

geons (FM, UAD, LNJ, AM, SMC and YR) and 5 were

from the UK (ACdeB, DLS, NJS, JT and ACJW). The

Table 1 continued

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

6. 35% 0 (0%)

7. 40% 1 (5%)

8. 45% 0 (0%)

9. 50% 1 (5%)

10. Nil value 8 (40%)

The panelist’s thresholds for operative cutoff are also presented

*Panelists allowed to select C1 written definition
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remaining were from South Africa (AB), South Korea

(JPH) and Australia (NI). Voting started August 24, 2018,

and completed January 24, 2019. All panelists completed

the study.

Round 1

Table 1 shows results from each Delphi round. During

Round 1, two of the written definitions (‘chronic large

irreducible hernia’ and ‘loss of the right of domain’) were

eliminated. In addition, panelists made 18 comments

(Online supplement 2) and suggested an additional seven

definitions, which were then presented in Round 2. Pane-

lists were inconclusive regarding their preferred volumetric

definition for LOD, with both Tanaka and Sabbagh each

scoring 8 (40%) votes. Four panelists abstained, citing a

lack of evidence to support either method (e.g., ‘need

evidence to choose’ and ‘not sure either method is supe-

rior’). For their preferred LOD threshold/cut point, pan-

elists indicated a range of values from 15 to 50%. Five

(25%) panelists voted for a threshold of 20%, two (10%)

for 30%, and cut points 15%, 25%, 33%, 40% and 50%

received one (5%) vote each. Eight panelists chose ‘nil

value,’ with accompanying feedback comments such as ‘an

absolute value is not relevant,’ ‘I adjust for clinical factors

such as stiffness/thickness of lateral abdominal muscula-

ture, COPD. etc.’ and ‘LOD is clinically significant simply

because it exists.’ Only ‘20%’ and ‘nil value’ scored C20%

of the votes, so only these two options were presented in

Round 2.

Round 2

Nine written definitions were presented in Round 2,

including the additional 7 definitions suggested by pan-

elists during round one. Thematic analysis of the proposed

definitions by SGP and SH revealed three common

themes/concepts: (1) large hernias with LOD are irre-

ducible due to inadequate space inside the abdominal

cavity; (2) primary fascial closure cannot be achieved

without surgical augmentation; and (3) primary fascial

closure would cause compartment syndrome (Table 2). To

determine which of these themes/concepts were most rel-

evant, panelists were asked to select any definition they

agreed with during Round 2, i.e., multiple selections were

possible. To demonstrate the difference between the two

volumetric methods, Tanaka and Sabbagh, a new sche-

matic diagram was drawn for Round 2 (Fig. 1b).

Panelists agreed with several suggested written defini-

tions (Table 1). The two literature definitions ‘hernia sac

forms a second abdomen’ and the physiological definition

‘lateral retraction of the recti muscles’ received 11 (55%)

and 6 (30%) votes, respectively. The number of votes for

the remaining 7 definitions ranged from 1 (5%) to 15

(75%). All three concepts presented in the definitions

proposed by panelists were selected repeatedly (Online

supplement 3 and Table 2); ‘irreducibility due to lack of

space’ was selected by 15 (75%); ‘no primary closure

without using an augmentation technique’ was selected by

13 (65%); and ‘primary closure leading to compartment

syndrome’ was selected by 18 (90%) (Table 2). Regarding

their preferred volumetric definition, panelists chose Sab-

bagh over Tanaka: 11 (55%) versus 7 (35%) with two

abstentions. Twenty percent was chosen as a clinical cut

point by 5 (25%) panelists. Fifteen (75%) panelists selected

‘nil value.’

Round 3

Because the three themes/concepts proposed in Round 2

were popular, SGP and SH designed a definition incorpo-

rating all three themes/concepts, proposing the following

definition for Round 3:

A ventral hernia large enough such that simple

reduction in its contents and primary fascial closure

either cannot be achieved without additional recon-

structive techniques or cannot be achieved without

Table 2 Combining the three concepts to design a new definition for loss of domain

Concepts Round 2

(%)

1. Irreducible due to lack of space 15 (75%)

2. Primary fascial closure cannot be achieved without using an augmentation technique. 13 (65%)

3. Primary closure would lead to compartment syndrome. 18 (90%)

Definition designed by the facilitators Round 3

A ventral hernia large enough such that simple reduction in its contents and primary fascial closure either cannot be achieved

without additional reconstructive techniques or cannot be achieved without significant risk of complications due to the raised

intra-abdominal pressure.

20 (100%)
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significant risk of complications due to the raised

intra-abdominal pressure.

They viewed the definitions, ‘hernia sac forming a

second abdomen’ and ‘lateral retraction of the recti mus-

cles’ as both lacking precision, since all ventral hernias

involve these to some extent. These two definitions were

therefore removed from Round 3 with the approval of

MKL, FM and ACJW.

During Round 3, the proposed written definition

achieved complete consensus, attracting 20 (100%) votes.

Regarding the volumetric definition, the Sabbagh method

received 17 (85%) votes, thereby also achieving consensus.

However, panelists remained undecided regarding the

clinical threshold value with ‘nil value’ receiving 15 (75%)

votes, 20% 4 (20%) votes, and one panelist (5%) again

suggested a cut point of 30%. Consensus on this point was

therefore not achieved.

Discussion

Neither a standardized written or volumetric definition

exists for LOD. This limits the utility of LOD as a mor-

phological descriptor and as an outcomes predictor. Using

Delphi methodology, a panel of internationally recognized

experts in abdominal wall reconstruction have agreed on

standardized written and volumetric definitions for LOD.

As the subspecialty of abdominal wall reconstruction

continues to expand, these standardized definitions for

LOD will hopefully reduce clinical inconsistency and

facilitate research activity.

For 20 years, hernia academics have been calling for a

‘common language’ to describe and define ventral hernia

[19]. In 2000, Schumpelick proposed his incisional hernia

classification scale [20], followed shortly by the better-

known classification system from Chevrel and Rath [21].

Many alternatives have been published subsequently

[22–30], but few have been externally validated and, if so,

with limited success [31–33]. Clinical utility has suffered

as a result. Importantly, none of these scales include a well-

defined volumetric concept for LOD. Evidence suggests

that wider hernias [34, 35] and hernias with increasing

defect surface area [8] have the worst post-repair outcomes

and highest recurrence rates. Generally, hernia surgeons

believe that large hernias with significant LOD are the most

complex to repair and suffer the worst postoperative out-

comes. Consequently, generally accepted written and vol-

umetric definitions are required to standardize

morphological description and volume measurements so

that the role of LOD as a prognostic factor can be inves-

tigated. Future ventral hernia grading scales may incorpo-

rate LOD.

The written definition of LOD was created after the-

matic analysis of panelist feedback. By analyzing the

proposed written definitions, we identified three common

themes: irreducibility due to lack of intra-abdominal space;

use of reconstructive techniques to facilitate reduction; and

an increased risk of complications due to the raised intra-

abdominal pressure. These were combined into a single

definition that then achieved 100% consensus. This defi-

nition attempts to characterize those hernias whose repair is

likely to be challenging which therefore require specific

expertise in abdominal wall surgery. The definition is

explicit that additional reconstructive techniques are likely

because primary fascial closure alone would precipitate

potentially serious complications due to the abruptly

increased intra-abdominal pressure.

Initially panelists were undecided as to their preferred

volumetric method, with Tanaka [14] and Sabbagh [15]

both receiving equal votes in Round 1. Eventually, con-

sensus settled on the Sabbagh method and panelists con-

firmed this in their private correspondence with the

facilitators. For example, ‘Sabbagh seems much easier than

Tanaka for clinical use,’ and ‘the Tanaka method is con-

fusing and conceptually difficult. Much like relative risk is

much easier to understand compared to odds ratios, Sab-

bagh is much easier to understand compared to Tanaka.’

These comments support the feasibility of using the Sab-

bagh method in a clinical setting. Indeed, a straw poll of

the audience at ‘Abdominal Wall Reconstruction Europe

2019’ (London, UK) by one of the authors found that

Sabbagh was preferred by a large majority. Furthermore,

LOD is often reported as a percentage. When using

Tanaka, the value will surpass 100 when more than 50% of

the abdomino-pelvic volume lies outside the abdominal

cavity. In contrast, Sabbagh is always less than 100,

making it conceptually easier. This likely contributed to

achieving consensus in its favor.

We were unable to establish consensus regarding a LOD

threshold above which panelists would consider not oper-

ating. Most panelists, 15 (75%), selected ‘nil value’ stating

that their decision whether to or not to operate was mul-

tifaceted, incorporating comorbidities and not based on

hernia size in isolation. However, 5 (25%) panelists did

select threshold values in Round 3. Indeed, one panelist

who voted consistently for 20% proposed a written defi-

nition that separated ventral hernias into two categories:

those with reversible LOD and those with irreversible

LOD, i.e., those with large ventral hernias that can be

repaired and those that cannot. The concept that LOD may

be irreversible in some patients is interesting. Despite

considerable morbidity (abdominal pain, back pain, respi-

ratory dysfunction), patients with giant ventral hernias are

often denied surgery because the surgeon believes they

cannot return the abdominal viscera to the abdomino-pelvic
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cavity safely. There is little existing evidence to support

this opinion beyond surgical experience. So, during this

study, we were in effect asking panelists to declare their

own threshold for discriminating between reversible and

irreversible LOD. As consensus was not established, this

value remains unknown. Further work is required around

which factors impact on the decision to operate and, in

particular, whether a LOD threshold predicts postoperative

failure.

Our study does have limitations. As anticipated, the

facilitators’ role was relatively active and required thematic

analysis of proposed definitions to create a new written

definition in order to achieve consensus. Two written def-

initions were removed as they were deemed at variance

with the definitions proposed by panelists. Facilitator

intervention is sometimes necessary to achieve consensus

and was judged acceptable in our study since the written

definition proposed ultimately was approved by all pan-

elists. It is possible that restricting panelists to expert

abdominal wall surgeons may have introduced bias that

could have resulted in an overly complex written definition

for LOD. It also could have resulted in an overly high LOD

threshold value, if consensus had been reached, since this

group will likely be more willing to tackle complex cases.

However, we would argue that expert surgeons are the

most appropriate ‘consumers’ for these definitions once

accepted since complex abdominal wall reconstruction is

not a problem that should be tackled by general surgeons.

Furthermore, our chosen group of panelists mainly

represent countries from the developed world, meaning that

within our group there was no representation from North-

ern Africa, the Middle East or the Indian subcontinent.

Typical patient profiles in these regions differ, with lower

rates of obesity [36] and sarcopenia [37], and higher rates

of manual labor, trauma, late presentation and emergency

presentation of disease [38]. This is likely to affect hernia

etiology with higher rates of primary and traumatic ventral

hernia and lower rates of incisional hernia. Materials and

techniques used to repair ventral hernias may also differ

due to a lack of healthcare resources. Despite this, we

believe the definitions proposed by this study are

straightforward and easily applicable to all human popu-

lations and profiles. Indeed, even in developed countries

there is a spectrum of patients that present to the outpatient

clinic and all co-authors believe these definitions can be

applied unreservedly.

This study arose following a systemic review that called

for standardized written and volumetric definitions for

LOD [7]. Generally accepted international definitions will

avoid confusion and enhance both clinical reporting and

research reporting. We also recognize that definitions are

not static and must adapt to new knowledge. The authors

hope the definitions proposed in this work are endorsed by

surgeons and international hernia societies.
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